Use frequently occurring adjectives.

Who Am I?

Think About It
Have students write five words to describe themselves (tall, funny, softball, glasses, etc.). Collect the lists and have students guess which student each list describes.
Worksheets: Adjectives
Words that tell more about nouns are called adjectives.

Circle the adjectives.

1. I’m Lizzy the fuzzy bee.

2. Big Bossy will get dizzy.

3. Fuzzy Lizzy went buzzing by Snappy.

4. Lizzy can see the black bug.

Fill in the blank with an adjective from the word box.

The _______ snail saw a trail.

The _______ puppy hurt his tail.

My _______ jeep can go fast.

Our _______ house is big.

WORD BOX

gray

green

little

old
Tell about a Place

An adjective is a word that tells about a noun.

For each sentence, choose the adjective that tells about the underlined noun and write it in the blank.

My family lives in a ______ building.  
tall  climb

We live on the __________ floor.  
was  tenth

Our place has __________ rooms.  
four  into

It has _______________ windows.  
big  wash

We look down at the ________ street.  
run  busy

The cars look very ________________ .  
small  see

The people look like ___________ ants.  
flew  tiny

The park looks like a ___________ square.  
green  help

Think about the place where you live. Write some adjectives that tell about the place where you live.

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________
Tell about a Pet

An adjective is a word that tells about a noun.

Think about a pet you know. Circle the adjective that tells more about that pet. Then write it on the blank.

This pet is ________________________________.

- huge
- big
- middle-sized
- small
- tiny

This pet has ________________________________ eyes.

- black
- blue
- brown
- green
- yellow
- pink

This pet has a ________________________________ coat.

- furry
- shiny
- short
- soft
- feathery
- hard

The color of this pet is ________________________________.

- brown
- yellow
- black
- white
- gray
- green
- red

This pet has ________________________________ legs.

- two
- four
- six
- eight
- zero

This pet has a ________________________________ tail.

- short
- fluffy
- long
- thin
- wavy
- slick

This pet is mostly ________________________________.

- playful
- sleepy
- shy
- noisy
- loving
- smart
- hungry

Think about the adjectives you chose. Draw the pet on the back of this paper.
Tell about a Clown

An adjective is a word that tells about a noun.

☞ Choose your own adjective from the list to describe the underlined noun. Write it in the blank.

I am a __________________ clown.

I have __________________ hair.

I have a __________________ nose.

My hat has _________ flowers on it.

My coat is ___________________.

It has _____________ buttons on it.

I can do _____________ tricks.

☞ Look at the adjectives you chose. Then draw your clown on the back of this page.
Tell about a Dive

An adjective is a word that tells about a noun.

Read each sentence. Underline the noun and draw a circle around the adjective.

It was my first dive.
I jumped into the cool water.
I made a big splash.
I could see in the clear water.
Striped fish swam past my face.
I chased a green turtle.
I even saw three dolphins.
What a great dive!

Here are some things you might see on an underwater dive. Think of an adjective to describe each thing. Write the adjective in the blank.

A __________________________ whale
A __________________________ shark
A __________________________ octopus
Some _________________________ fish